Rules of conduct for avoiding false alarms

Main rule: Do not leave your pots or pans unattended during use!

**Apartment**

If due to improper conduct, especially cooking, the room is smoke / misty, then immediately open the window so that the smoke can be removed.

**Wohngemeinschaft**

If due to improper conduct the room is smoke / misty, then immediately open the window so that the smoke can be removed.

If the shared kitchen gets smoked by improper cooking, close the kitchen door and open the window so that the smoke can escape.

Low smoke is indicated by a red LED flashing light on the smoke detector in the WG-hall. With immediate ventilation, it can be prevented that a fire alarm is triggered.

If the WG-hall is already smoked, the kitchen door will remain open and the window will open. In addition, if possible, cross-ventilate through the room closest to the smoke detector.

PLEASE DO NOT VENTILATE IN THE STAIRWAY !!!!!

Please also note that a fire alarm basically alerts the entire house, possibly the neighboring building and the fire brigade.

If an alarm is triggered due to misconduct and therefore the fire brigade has been alerted, the Studentenwerk Oberfranken will recover the costs from the perpetrator[s] of the damage.
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